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Corporate Governance Defined

Rules: processes, systems, policies, laws, codes of conduct - adopted
by an organisation to regulate (direct, administer, control) interaction
between the organisation and its stakeholders.

Stakeholders: shareholders, management, board, employees, suppliers,
clients/customers, regulatory bodies, etc.
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Focus primarily on interaction between board and top management.

Governance of Director Remuneration

Deals particularly with policies covering appointment, retention,
motivation and payment of executive directors and other top
managers responsible for strategic decision making.

Needs to address potential conflict of interest in having directors in
charge of the organisation’s assets setting their own remuneration.
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Evolved into a model accommodating formalised separation of ownership 
and the management of capital (through stock exchange listings)

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES BEHIND TODAY’S CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
REQUIREMENTS FLOW FROM THESE EARLY COMMERCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

 Corporate entities formed in the 17th Century to finance 
“Voyages of Discovery” Christopher Columbus / Bartholomew 
Diaz / Vasco da Gama / Jan van Riebeeck

 First factories had 3 Stakeholders
Shareholders
Management
Employees

Origins of Capitalism and the Need for Governance
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The Capitalism / Socialism Debate Still Rages On Today 
- Two Current Best Sellers

 Capital in the 21st Century by Thomas Piketty (French Philosopher) - No. 1 New York
Times Best Seller List

wealth will accumulate if the rate of return on capital exceeds the economic
growth rate

inequality is the result of capitalism

this can only be addressed by progressively increasing taxes on the wealthy

 The Great Escape by Angus Deaton (Professor of Economics & International
Affairs at Princeton University)

Best Books of 2013 - Financial Times, Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg & 
Business Week

“Life is better than at almost any time in history. More people are richer and fewer die
in poverty....(But) the world is highly unequal.

Inequality is often a consequence of progress. Not everyone gets rich at the same
time…. (But) Indian children see what education can do and go to school too. So
humanity’s lot has improved over the long term. But this progress creates inequalities
in the process”

Why do these inequalities persist and what can be done about them?
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The Growth of Governance Over 
Director Remuneration

USA - The History

 Export driven post war boom and formation of large conglomerates - initial
formation of compensation committees.

 Mergers and takeovers (80’s) downsizing (90’s) – by early 90’s, 85% of
compensation committee recommendations driven by CEO (Hay Survey).

 1980’s performance based pay 20% of total executive pay.

1990’s 50% of total executive pay.

What Peter Drucker had to say about Pay Differentials

 “If a company is to obtain the needed contributions it must reward those who make 
them” (1964).

 ”An income ratio of 1 to 10 or 12 (“Big Boss” to factory worker) would be “about right” 
(1973).

 “Few people - and probably no one outside the executive suite - sees much reason for 
very large (excessive?) executive compensation” (1986).
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The Growth of Governance Over 
Director Remuneration - Cont’d

Reactions

1993 SEC Rules to regulate disclosure of executive pay in listed companies.

1995 Blue Ribbon Report - determination of executive remuneration by Board and 
alignment with shareholder interests.

Ongoing focus on best practice - Enron and other disasters attributed to conflicts of
interest.

2002 Sarbanes Oxley Act – disclosure of equity-based incentive schemes.

UK

 Tax relief on share options (Thatcher Government - mid 1980’s) large inflation
driven “windfall” gains.

 Demands for transparency and disclosure.

 Commissions of enquiry -

Cadbury (1994) Greenbury & Hampel (1995/6)

Turnbull (1997) Higgs (1997)

 Adoption of combined code (1999) - disclosure of remuneration, audit of executive
director pay, wide ranging policy, disclosure and approval requirements.
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 Corporate governance needs given impetus in post-1992 era coinciding with SA
having an open economy.

 King I (1997) King II (2002) and King III (2009) deal progressively with issues such
as:

SA

 establishment of a Remco, roles and responsibilities;

 fair and responsible pay levels for directors (balanced pay mix, performance
links, alignment with shareholder interests, etc.);

 disclosure;

 shareholder approval;

 avoidance of windfall gains;

 documentation of remuneration policy in annual reports.

The Growth of Governance Over
Director Remuneration - Cont’d
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Roles and Responsibilities

 Appointment of directors.
 Approval of directors & prescribed officers’ remuneration policy and levels.

Shareholders 
(general meeting)

 Appoint CEO and delegate power to manage organisation; develop strategy; monitor
performance.

 Recommendations on directors remuneration to shareholders.
 Share participation rules.
 Profit sharing dispensation.

Board

 Research and recommendations to Board on remuneration of executive and non-
executive directors and on remuneration policy in general.

 Other functions as delegated e.g. share scheme administration, input on incentive 
bonuses, retrenchment settlement arrangements, etc.

Remco

 Ultimate responsibility for staffing the organisation including numbers and types of 
resources, skill and pay levels, grades etc.

 Shareholder approval on directors / prescribed officers’ remuneration.
 Own package excluded.

CEO
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The Remco Mandate

Compatible with the organisation’s constitution and with best practice.

The mandate needs to consider:

 Remco’s terms of reference and what powers are retained by the Board.

 All relevant laws and regulations.

 Relevant best practice in remuneration.

 Any special circumstances.

Remco membership to be objective, needs to comprise independent non-executive
directors.
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The Organisational Perspective –
How The Concept of Pay Has Evolved

18th Century

Concept of “professional managers” gained acceptance driven by the establishment 
of the NYSE in 1792;

Economy driven by slave labour for all but the most complicated of tasks.

19th Century

George Washington paid $25 000 as President of the USA.

20th Century

Wealth generating share option schemes and first seriously wealthy industrialists;

Innovation in pay systems and structures began to flourish;

Dow Jones index rose from 72 to 3000 (1920 to 1929) - just prior to the Wall Street Crash.

Sophisticated pay structures; compensation acknowledged as a complex and fast changing 

science;

21st Century

Between 40 and 70 per cent of organisational costs can be salary-related;

Rising social concerns about executive greed;

Rising pay differentials; socio-political concerns.
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The Remuneration Strategy

• Corporate vision, mission, goals  
& objectives

• Organisation culture and values
• Socio-economic plan
• Employment equity

• Desired behaviours
• Key result areas
• Balanced Scorecard
• Organisation
• Business units 

Communication 
and Negotiation

Administration

Policy 
Management

Recruitment

• Markets
• Opportunities
• Stakeholder views and objectives

REMUNERATION STRATEGY
• Internal, external and employee equity
• Performance/incentive-based pay
• Package composition/benefit structures
• Wealth accumulation opportunities
• Global vs. national pay issues
• Pay positioning policy
• Attraction & retention strategy
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The Status Quo
Pay Differentials
 often poorly defined and 

misunderstood
 social compact? (negotiation)
 social covenant (merging of values)

CEO of an Intermediate Sized Company vs. 
Lowest Level (A Band) Worker

International Pay Differentials          
(Adjusted for Job Size)

 developed vs. developing economies
 changes over time
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Key Remuneration Principles Advocated by 
King III

Remco’s are responsible for approving broadly based remuneration policies recognising 
that employees are a key organisational stakeholder.

Executive package mix requires an “appropriate” balance between -

 fixed and variable pay;

 controllable and uncontrollable performance criteria;

 short and long-term earn out cycles for performance-based pay, that align executive 
and shareholder interests.

Overriding performance conditions for share schemes that eliminate windfall gains.

3 to 7 year cycles for share schemes.

Re-pricing options strongly discouraged.

Limits and controls over term contracts and severance pay.

Remco involvement in setting executive performance contracts.

Forward looking perspective in remuneration report.

Full pay disclosure including p.v. of share grants.
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Some Implications

 Incentive targets need meticulous definition (threshold, target, stretch).

 Market benchmarking is important, but parameters need careful definition
(matching size and structure, peer company vs. all sectors, foreign-based executives,
etc.).

 Pay mix needs to be defined by level (total remuneration including p.v. of long term
incentives).

 Executive director pay determination by Remco.

 Fixed packages and incentives need to be evaluated at the beginning of the financial
year not at the end.
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Pay Disclosure -
2013 “Top 80” Survey of Remuneration Policy Disclosure - Key Findings

Remco mandate has been extended to cover remuneration policy 
at all levels

2013 2012

61% 35%

63% 54%

69% 24%

49% 26%

19% 16%

34% 13%

40% 30%

83% 76%

60% n/a

Percentage of Companies

Pay negotiated on total guaranteed package basis

How guaranteed package is determined and any subsequent 
revisions explained in detail

Information disclosure of S.T.I. pay

S.T.I. targets disclosed

S.T.I. target setting policy disclosed

Pay mix is disclosed

Basis of L.T.I. awards disclosed

Remuneration of prescribed officers disclosed
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Remuneration Disclosure & Governance Requirements -
International Comparison - Selected Territories
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Bill Gates

“In some schools they have abolished failing 
grades and they’ll give you as many times as you 
want to get the right answers.  This doesn’t bear 
the slightest resemblance to anything in real life”

Executive compensation needs to be regulated but it also needs 
the flexibility to attract, retain, motivate and play its particular 
role in achieving economic growth.


